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On description of rate-independent behaviour for prestrained 
solids(*) 

S. MURAKAMI (NAGOYA) and A. SAWCZUK (WARSZAWA) 

STARTING from a reduced constitutive functional for a simple material, the Cauchy stress tensor 
is first represented as a polynomial tensor function of the Almansi strain tensor, the rate of 
deformation tensor and the arc length of the strain path. Then, a general constitutive equation 
for a class of prestrained plastic materials in finite deformation is derived by applying to the 
resulting tensor function the restriction of rate-independence of the plastic deformation. The 
existence of the yield criterion and its general representation are shown as a consequence of the 
rate-independence requirement imposed on a tensor function representation for the constitutive 
relation. The inverse relation for the simplified constitutive functional is also derived, and the 
validity and limitations of the ftow theory of classical plasticity is discussed with reference to 
the present results. 

Wycho<izllc od zredukowanego funkcjonalu konstytutywnego dla materialu prostego, przed· 
stawiono najpierw tensor napr~i:enia Cauchy'ego jako wielomianowll funkc,K tensorowll ten
sora odksztalcenia Almansiego, tensora pr~dko5ci odksztalcen oraz dlugo5ci luku drogi od
ksztalcenia. Nastccpnie wyprowadzono og61ne r6wnanie konstytutywne dla klasy plastycznych 
materiat6w spr~zonych przy skonczonym odksztalceniu przez naloi:enie na otrzymanq funkc,K 
tensorowq warunku niezal.emo5ci deformacji plastycznej od pr~koSci odksztalcenia. Istnienie 
warunku uplastycznienia i jego og61na postac sq konsekwencjq warunku niezale2:no5ci od pr~
ko5ci, nalozonego na tensorowq reprezentacjc; w zwil\Zku konstytutywnym. Wyprowadzono 
r6wniez zaleinosc odwrotnq dla uproszczonego funkcjonalu konstytutywnego oraz przedy
skutowano zakres wainoSci teorii plynic;cia klasycznej teorii plastyczno5ci w odniesieniu do 
otrzymanych wynik6w. 

Hcxo,ZVI H3 npaae~eHHoro onpe~emno~ero <PYJIKIUiouana WIR npocroro MaTepH8Jia, npe~
CTaBJieH CH8ti&JI8 TCH30p Hanp~HHH Komu, KaJ< MHOro'IJieHHaJI TeH30pH8R <Pym<I.lHJI TeH• 
30pa ~e4>opM8UHH Am.MaHCH, TCH30p8 CKOpoCTH ~ecl>opMillHH B .JUIBHI>I AyrB nyTB ~eclK>pM8• 
I:(HH. 3aTeM BbiBe~eHbi o6~ue onpe~emno~e ypasHeHHH ~JISI KJiacca IIJiaCTH'teCKHX C>l<aThiX 
MaTepHaJIOB, IIPH KOHC'IHOH ~e<f>opM81!HH, nyTeM uaJIO)I(CHIIH Ha DOJIY'ICHHylO TeH30pH}'IO 
<f>ymanuo YCJIOBHH HC3aBHCHMOCTH D118CTH'ICCKOH ~e<f>opM&IUIB OT CKOpOCTH ~e<f>opM8UBH. 
CyrueCTBOBaHHe yCJioBHH nnaCIB'IHOCTH H ero o6~ B~ HBJISIJOTCH CJie~CTBBeM yCJioBHH 
He3aBHCRMOCTH OT CKopocTB, HanomeHHoro Ha TeH3opHoe npe~CT&BJieHBe B onpe~emno~eM 
cooTHowemm. Bbme~eHa Tome o6paTH8JI 38BBCHMOCTL ~1111 ynpo~eHHoro onpe~emnowero 
<PYJ~KIV~OH8118 H o6cy~eHa 06JiaCTL Cnp8BCMHBOCTB TeOpHB Te'leHHH KJI&CCII'ICCKOH TeOpBH 
IIJI8CTB'IHOCTH no OTHOWeHHIO K DOJIY'ICHHbiM pe3YJILT8TaM. 

1. Introduction 

AMoNG characteristic features of plastic deformation, its history-dependence, rate-inde
pendence and yielding seem to be the most essential ones. The classical theories of plasti
city may be empirical representations of these phenomena. THoMAS [I, 2],on the other hand, 
postulating proportionality between the stress and the plastic strain rate tensors and 

(*)Presented at the 19th Polish Solid Mechanics Conference, Ruciane, September 1977. 
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expressing the rate-independence in terms of the condition of vanishing one-to-one corres
pondence between the components of these two tensors, arrived at both a general form 
of a yield criterion and a stress-strain rate relation for incompressible, isotropic, perfectly 
plastic materials. Afterwards, the condition was replaced by SAWCZUK and STUTZ [3] 
by a more stringent requirement that the tensorial relation between plastic strain rate and 
stress should be homogeneous of zero order with, respect to the strain rate. This approach 
to deriving a yield condition and a stress-strain relation for perfectly plastic materials was 
applied to the case of initially anisotropic solids by BoEHLER and SA wczuK [4, 5] and 
further developed by BoEHLER [6, 7] within the framework of tensor function representa
tions. 

The rate-independence of material response is not a specific property of perfect plasti
city alone, but is aa essential feature to the plastic deformation in general. Therefore, the 
condition of homogeneity ·assuring this rate-independence may also be applicable to the 
general constitutive relation expressed as a functional of the history of deformations. 

In the present note a general yield criterion and a general constitutive relation for a class 
of hardening plastic materials are examined by imposing tlie rate independence require
ment on the material response functional and, eventually, on a differential type of constitu
tive relations. The discussion throughout the paper is concerned with finite rigid-plastic 
deformations of materials undergoing deformation-induced hardening or softening, but 
inclusion of infinitesimal elastic deformation is straightforward. In Sect. 2 a representation 
for the Cauchy stress tens()r as a polynomial isotropic function of the Almansi strain 
tensor, the rate of deformation tensor, and the arc length of the strain path is derived from 
a reduced constitutive functional of a simple material. Then, the requirement of the rate
independence is applied in Sect. 3 to the resulting polynomial representation to derive 
a general yield condition for hardening plastic materials in Sect. 4. Incompressible materials 
are considered in the next section, whereas in Sect. 6 the constitutive relation is shown to 
be invertible. For a given prestrain the rate of the deformation tensor is expressed as 
a- polynomial isotropic tensor function of stress, strain and the arc length of the strain 
path. The validity and the limitation of the flow theory of classical plasticity are also 
discussed in Sect. 7 with reference to the present results. The note terminates with 
conclusions and remarks as to advantages and limitations of the tensor function 
representations approach to plasticity. 

2. Approximation of constitutive functional 

The history-dependence is generally taken as the first characteristic of plastic deforma
tions and it is a general feature in the mechanical response of materials. For a simple 
material the Cauchy stress tensor T(t). at a given material point at a time t may be expressed 
as a functional of the deformation gradient F(t-s) of the material point for all past in
stants: 

CO 

(2.1) T(t) = f [F(t-s)]. 
1•0 
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In virtue of principles of continuum mechanics the stress state specified by Eq. (2.1) is. 
expressed eventually as follows [8, 9]: 

Cl() 

(2.2) T(t) = g [C<t>(t-s), B(t)], 
6=0 

where C<t> (t-s) and B(t) are the relative right and the left Cauchy-Green tensor. By 
introducing the Green and the Almansi strain tensor defined by 

(~.3) 

Eq. (2.2) leads to 
Cl() 

(2.4) T(t) = h [G<r>(t-s), P(t)], 
S=O 

where the symbol I denotes the unit tensor. 
The history of the deformation is fully specified by the tensor G<t> (t-s). However, 

for the purpose of further specification of the intended material model, we introduce 
the arc length L(t) of the strain path in the strain space 

(2.5) 
t 1 

L(t) = J [trG2( T)]2 dT, 
-oo 

where the dot denotes the material time derivative. Including the arc length into the argu
ments of the functional in Eq. (2.4) explicitly, we represent T(t) in an alternative form 

Cl() 

(2.6) T(t) = h [G<t>(t-s), P(t), L(t)]. 
6=0 

In specifying further the intended material model we recall the principle of th~ fading 
memory [8]. It states that the past strain history has more influence on the present stress 
the closer the past instant is to the present time. Therefore, if the strain history is smooth 
enough in the sufficient neighbourhood of the present time t where influence of the strain 
history on the current stress is significant, the strainbistory G<t>(t-s) in Eq. (2.6)'may 
be expanded in the vicinity of s = 0: 

(2.7) 

N 

Gu>(t-s) = ~ J,s"G"(t)+RN, L.J n. 
"""0 

Restricting our considerations to such materials that the remainder term RN for a certain 
integer N can be neglected, and replacing G"(t) by the Rivlin-Ericksen tensors A,.(t) de
fined by 

(2.8). 
d" 

A11(t) = C(r>(t) = (-I)" ds" C<o(t-s)l""·o, 
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the functional on the right-hand side of Eq. (2.6) may be approximated by a tensor function. 
Hence the Cauchy stress tensor T(t) is expressed as follows: 

(2.9) T(t) = k[A,.(t)(n = 1, 2, ... , N), P(t}, L(t)]. 

Equation (2.9) may be obtained also by a small modification of the general constitu
tive equation for an isotropic material of differential type [8, 10]. This equation constitutes 
a starting point for the material model to be considered. 

In studying plastic deformation, we feel it appropriate to employ the current configura
tion as the reference one since such quantity as a yield criterion has then a physical meaning. 
However, in the solution of a certain class of boundary value problems, it is often more 
convenient to formulate them with respect to the undeformed configuration. The constitu
tive equation in regard to the undeformed configuration can be derived in a similar way 
by starting from an appropriate function instead of Eq. (2.2) [8, 9]. A form is then obtained 
which is similar to that employed by PIPKIN and RIVLIN [11] when they discussed of 
the mechanics of rate-independent materials. 

In the following further analysis will be performed by employing Eq. (2.9) and using 
representations for tensor-valued tensor functions. 

3. Restriction of rate-independence 

Since Eq. (2.9) is a tensor-valued function of N + 1 tensors, its polynomial representa
tion is quite involved. Therefore we restrict our attention to the simplest representation 
without, however, losing the essential features of the considered model of material response. 
We assume thus N = 1 and include, among the strain parameters, the strain tensor P, 
the rate of the deformation tensor D = 1/2A1 and the arc length of the strain path: 

(3.1a) T(t) = k[D(t), P(t); L(t)]. 

The tensor D in this equation is expressed in terms of F as follows: 

(3.1b} D = ~ (L+L'}, L = FF- 1
• 

We assume that Eq. (3.1) models a class of strain-hardening plastic materials since it 
relates the actual stress to the state of prestrain. Then, we shall discuss the restrictions 
imposed on the representation of T(t) by the rate-independence which is the second 
characteristic feature of the plastic deformation. By restricting the discussion to the 
rigid-finite plastic or . the infinitesimal elastic-finite plastic deformation of an initially 
isotropic hardening m1terials, the plastic deformation can be argued separately [12, 13]. 
Hence the word "strain" in this paper will stand for the plastic strain. 

Since T, D and P entering Eq. (3.1) are symmetric tensors, the isotropic tensor function k 
may be represented by a polynomial function involving a specific number of tensor genera
tors multiplied by scalar-valued functions of a definite number of invariants constituting 
the integrity basis. Following the reference [14, 15] we take the representation 

(3.2) T = 1Joi+1']1 P+1']2 P 2 +1']3 D+1']4{PD+DP)+1Js{P2D+DP2
) 

+ 116 n.z + 1J,(PD2 + D2P) + 1Js{P2D2 + D2P.z) 
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although the irreducible representation does not need the last generator [7, 16, 17]. The 
coefficients 'f/o, 'f/1 , ••• , 'f/s are here functions of eleven scalars, namely L and ten sim
ultaneous invariants of P and D constituting the integrity basis. We prefer to keep L 
explicitly though it is not an independent invariant in the chosen set. Hence 

'f/t = 'fJ1(L; trP, trP2
, trP3

; trD, trPD, trP2D, trD2
, trPD2, trP2D2

, trD3), 

(3.3) 
i=0,1, ... ,8. 

For the purpose of further convenience in studying incompressible motion the deviato
ric tensors for T, P and D are introduced: 

(3.4) 
1 

S = T- 3 (trT)I, 
1 

Q =P-T (trP)I, 
1 

E = D- T (trD)I. 

Then Eq. (3.2) reduces to the following two functions, a scalar one and a tensor one: 

trT = l/Jo, 

(3.5) S = t/>1 Q+t/>2 [ Q2 ~ }<trQ2)1]+t/>3 E+t/>4 [ (QE+EQ)- ; (trQE)I] 

where 

+t/>5 [ (Q2E +EQ2
)- ; (trQ"E)I] +t/>6 [ E 2

- + (tr E2}1] 

+t/>1 [ (QE2 + E2Q)- ~ (trQE2)1] +t/>8 [ (Q2E2 + E2Q 2
}- ~ (trQ2E2

) I]. 

l/>1 = l/J1(L; trP, trQ2
, trQ3

; trD, trQE, trQ2E, trE2, trQE2 , trQ2E2, trE3), 
(3.6) 

i=0,1, ... ,8. 

The detailed forms of t/>1 can be calculated readily if the forms of 'fJ• in Eq. (3.2) are given. 
The deviatoric strain tensor Q is not coaxial with the deviator of the rate of the deforma

tion tensor E in general. Hence, Eq. (3.5) indicates that the principal axes of the deviatoric 
stress tensorS do not coincide with those of E even in initially isotropic materials, and 
development of the plastic deformation gives rise to the anisotropy in the tensorial rela
tion between S and E, which is an essential feature of plastic deformations. 

The condition of rate-independence of the plastic deformation can be stated as the 
requirement that the stress tensor T in Eq. (3.5) should be a homogeneous function of 
zero order with respect to the rate of the deformation tensor D [3, 4]. Then, the coefficients 
ljJ,(i = 0, 1, ... , 8) have to be the homogeneous scalar functions with respect to D of the 
orders 0, 0, 0, -1, -1, -1, -2, -2, -2, respectively. By introducing new variables 

1 

(3.7) 
E1 = trD, E2 = trQE, E3 = trQ2 E, E4 = (trE2)2 , 

1 1 1 

E5 = (trQE2
)
2, E6 = (trQ2E2)

2, E1 = (trE3
)
3 

and employing the Euler theorem on homogeneous functions, the condition of homogeneity 
leads to the following system of differential equations: 

(3.8) ;;; E1 = nljJ, i = 0, 1 , ... , 8, j = 1 , 2, ... , 7. 
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where 

(3.9) 
{ 

0, i = 0, 1' 2, 
n = -1, i = 3, 4, 5, 

-2, i = 6, 7, 8. 

s. MURAKAMI AND A. SAWCZUK. 

The solution of the linear partial differential equations (3.8) are 

n 

(3.10) q,, = (trE2) 2 cp, i = 0, 1, ... , 8, 

cp, = C/)1[L; trP, trQ2, trQ3 ; lj(j = 1, 2, ... , 6)]. 

The integer n in the above equation is as indicated in Eq. (3.9), and fj are defined as follows: 

trD trQE trQ2E 
Fl = 1 ' F2 = 1 ' FJ = 1 ' 

(trE2)2 (trE2)2 

(3.11) 1 

(trQE2)2 
F4 = 1 ' 

1 

(trQ2E2)2 
Fs = 1 ' 

1 

(trE3) 3 
F6 ;=, 1. 

(trE2)2 (trE2)2 (trE2)2 

Finally, the general stress-strain relation for prestrained plastic materials defined by 
Eq. (3.1) takes the form 

trT = C/)0 , 

(3.12) S = C/)1 Q+C/)2 Q - J (trQ )I +C/)3 ---r + C/)4 ! - 3F2l [ 
2 1 2 ] E [(QE+ EQ) 2 ] 

(tr E2)2 (trE2)2 

+cps r (Q2E+E~2) - ~ F31] +C/)6 r El .!. - +·] 
(trE2)2 (trE2)2 

cp [ (QE2+E2Q) - 2_p2J] cp [ (Q2E2+E2Q2 - 2p2J] 
+ 7 trE2 3 4 + 8 trE2 3 5 

' 

with fP, as specified in Eq. (3.10). Moreover, Eq. (3.12) has to satisfy the thermodynamical 
restrictions 

(3.13) trTtrD;;?; 0, trSE;;?; 0. 

4. Existence of yield criterion 

The set of tensors T and P has ten independent invariants. Selecting seven invariants 
involving both T and PorT only, and introducing the notation 

trT = G0 , trQS = G~t trQ2S = G2 , trS2 = G3 , 

trQS2 = G4 , trQ2S2 = G5 , trS3 = G6 , 
(4.1) 

appropriate expressions for Gt(k = 0, 1, ... , 6) can be obtained if Eq. (3.12) is made 
use of. Using the Cayley-Hamilton theorem extended for two 3 x 3 matrices [14, 15], 
we arrive eventually at the following set of relations: 

(4.2) G" = Gt[L; trP, trQ2, trQ3
; FJ(j = 1, 2, ... , 6)], k = 0, 1, ... , 6. 
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It is seen in Eq. ( 4.2) that the invariants G" (k = 0, 1 , ... , 6) are related to the rate of the 
deformation tensor only through the six simultaneous invariants F1 (j = 1 , 2, ... , 6). 
Equation ( 4.2) may be considered as a transformation from F1 to G". If the functions G" 
are single-valued, continuous, possess first partial derivatives with respect to F1 and the 
Jacobian of a set of any six equations among the set (4.2) (say, any six equations of the 
set ( 4.2) except the p-th) satisfies the condition 

(4.3) J. =I ~~; I " 0, j = I, 2, .... 6; k = 0, I, ... ,;, .... 6 

for any pc (0, I, ... , 6), 

then, according to the theorem on implicit functions, the six quantities }j U = I , 2, ... , 6) 
can be expressed uniquely as functions of G" (k = 0, I , ... , p, ... , 6) where the symbol (A) 
denotes elimination of the indicated element from the set. Substitution of these F1 into G, 
furnishes a scalar-valued function of seven scalars G" (k = 0, I, ... , 6) with L, tr P, trQ2 

and trQ3 as parameters: 

(4.4) f = f[L; trP, trQ2, trQ3 ; Gt(k = 0, 1, ... , 6)] 

= f(L; trP, trQ1 , trQ3
; trT, trQS, trQ1S, trS1, trQS2, trQ2S1, trS3) = 0. 

A specific form of the function/ depends on the forms of tP1 (i = 0, 1, ... , 8). 
Since Eq. (4.4) is a scalar relation which the stress components have to satisfy in order 

that plastic deformation may occur in a prestrained material element, it is precisely the 
yield condition postulated in the classical theory of plasticity. Thus the existence of a yield 
criterion as the third fundamental feature of plastic deformations has been shown to be 
the consequence of the rate-independence. The criterion is sensitive to prestraining, hence 
history-dependent. 

Conversely, only when the yield condition (4.4) holds, can the rate of deformation 
tensors which are independent of the choice of the time scale be determined uniquely 
for the given values of L, T and P. This will be demonstrated in Sect. 6. Thus the require
ment of rate-independence for plastic deformations is the sufficient condition for the 
existence of a yield condition for the material defined by Eq. (3.1) whenever the condition 
( 4.3) is satisfied. 

If, contrary to the condition ( 4.3), the Jacobian of degree 6 vanishes identically for 
six equations of the transformation ( 4.2), that is, if a relation 

J6 =I ~GFJ~ I= 0, j = 1' 2, ... , 6; (4.5) () 

k = 0, 1, ... ,p, ... , 6 for certain pc (0, 1, ... , 6) 

holds for every set of six G", then the number of independent G" is less than five. The 
remaining G1/s are therefore expressible in terms of the former ones: Then, the relation 
analogous to Eq. ( 4.4) in this case has the form 

(4.6) f(L; trP, trQ1 , trQ 3 ; G0 , G1 , ... , G6 _ 11 ; F1 , F2 , ... , F4) = 0, q ~ p, p ~ 5 

if the last p equations in the set (4.4), say, are dependent. Though the stress which satisfies 
the above equation is not influenced by the magnitude of the rate of the deformation 
tensor D, it depends on the values of Fj and hence on the principal directions of D. It can 
be thus concluded that, for a given value of the strain tensor P, if deformation were to 
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occur under a set of stress states which have a certain given triplet of principal directions, 
the rate of deformation tensor should have such principal directions that correspond to 
the smallest magnitude of the stress tensor in the set of stress states. This may be inter
preted also as a kind of yielding. Such phenomena will not be further considered in this 
note. 

A yield criterion disregarding the arguments tr P and trT in Eq. ( 4.4) has been proposed 
by SHRIVASTAVA, MR6z and DUBEY [18] in their discussion of the plastic flow of incom
pressible materials with anisotropic hardening property in the framework of the classical 
theory of plasticity. The yield condition was thus taken to be a scalar-valued function 
of two symmetric deviators and of the arc length of the strain path. In the present note 
existence of a yield condition has been shown to be the consequence of the rate
-independence requirement. 

5. Incompressible plastic materials 

Since it has been ascertained experimentally for most metals that the volumetric change 
in plastic deformations is small for the ordinary range of the mean normal stress, theories 
of plasticity usually postulate incompressibility in the plastic range [19]. Let us specialize 
the relations derived so far to the case of incompressible plastic materials for which we 
have the relations [8, 9]: 

(5.1) det(I-2P) = I, trD = 0. 

In an incompressible material the stress is determined by the deformation history only 
to within an indeterminate isotropic tensor -pi, that is, 

(5.2) 

where Ts denotes an extra stress which may be determined by the deformation history 
compatible to the condition (5.1) to within an indeterminate isotropic tensor. 

When TE is identified with the deviatoric stress S, the indeterminate pressure becomes 
the mean normal stress, and Eq. (5.2) should satisfy the conditions 

(5.3) 
-3p = trT I 
tr T s = tr S = 0 · 

Thus, in virtue of the constraints (5.1), Eq. (3.5) reduces to the form 

trT = -3p 

(5.4) 

(5.5) 

S = ~,Q+qi, [ Q2
- +(trQ2)1]+ip.D+9i• [(QD+DQ)- ~ (trQD)I] 

+'l's [ (Q21H DQ2
)- i (trQ2D)i] +9i6 [o•- + (trD2)1] 

+ q;, [<QD2 +D2Q)- i (trQD2)1]+9ia[(Q2D2 +D2Q2
)- ~ (trQ2D2)Il 

7p1 = 7p1(L; trP, trQ2, trQ 3 ; trQD, trQ2D, trD2, trQD2, trQ2D2), 

i = I, 2, ... , 8. 
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By applying the condition of the rate-independence, one eventually obtains the following 
form of the yield condition: 

(5.6) T=ft..L,; trP, trQ2 , trQ3; trQS, trQ2S, trS2 , trQS2 , trQ2S2, trS3) = 0 

for incompressible, hardening plastic materials. The invariants trP, trQ2 and trQ3 appea
ring in Eq. (5.6) have to conform to the constraint imposed by the first equation of the 
set (5.1). 

One notices that Eq. (5.6) does not include the term of the hydrostatic pressure. Though 
it is not obvious that the hydrostatic pressure does not affect the yield criteria of incompress
ible plastic materials, its effect has been usually omitted as an a priori assumption [19]. 
In the theory of representations, in so far as some approaches to the rate-independent 
motion of materials are concerned, the case of plastic behaviour in incompressible flow 
was studied by BOEHLER [7]. A particular case of plane plastic flow of initially anisotropic 
materials was also considered in [7]. 

In the classical theory of plasticity, consequences of the plastic deformation are inter
preted in terms of translation, expansion and rotation of the yield loci. Therefore, in 
order to establish the plasticity theories capable of describing strain-hardening of incom
pressible materials insensitive to the hydrostatic pressure, various hardening theories 
have been proposed so far [20-25]. All of these theories can be derived from the yield 
criterion (5.6) when specifying appropriately a flow law. 

6. Flow law 

The constitutive relations of plasticity are usually written so as to specify the rate of 
the deformation tensor in terms of the stress and other parameters of the strain history. 
Let us consider a situation when a certain prestrain is attained in a material point. We 
shall be interested, at the attained state, in the rate of deformation such that the rate 
independence is satisfied. Thus we want to specify the flow law within the present approach 
to plastic behaviour. To this end we represent Eq. (3.12) in the form of a set of relations 
expressing the rate of deformation in terms of the relevant generators ofT and P. Although 
the outcome can be immediately written, we present the derivations in order to display 
the requirements involved. 

Constructing the six generators of S and Q, namely S, QS + SQ, Q2S + SQ2, S2, 
QS2+S2Q, Q2S2+S2Q2 from Eq. (3.12) and rearranging them by using the extended 
Cayley-Hamilton theorem for two 3 x 3 matrices [14, 15], we have the following rela
tion: 

(6.1) J, = Otm Hm, I = 1 , 2, ... , 6; m = 1 , 2, ... , 6, 

where 

J 1 = S+bul+b12Q+b13Q2, J2 = (QS+SQ)+b2tl+hzzQ+b23Q2
, 

(6.2) J3 = (Q2S+SQ2)+b3tl+b32Q+b33Q2, J4 = S2+h4tl+b42Q+b43Q3, 

J5 = (QS2 +S2Q)+b51 1+b5zQ+b53Q2, 

J 6 = (Q2S2+S2Q2)+b6tl+b62Q+b6JQ2
; 
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(6.3) 

E 
H1 = 1' 

(trE2)2 

E2 
H4 = trE2 ' 

H2= QE+E? 

(trE2)2 

QE2+E2Q 
Hs = -----trE2 ' 

s. MUilALUtl AND A. SAWC~ 

Q2E+EQ2 
H3 = 1 

(trE2) 2 

Q2E2+E2Q2 
H6 = trE2 . 

The matrix a1, in the relation (6.1) is 

(6.4) a,,= a1111 [4)1(i = 1, 2, ... , 8); trQ2, trQ3 ; FJU = 2, 3, ... , 6)] 

= a1111 [L; trP, trQ2, trQ3 ; FJU = I~ 2, ... , 6)]. 

Since we restrict our discussion to the case where Eq. ( 4.3) holds, FJU == 1 , 2, ... , 6) can 
be expressed unambiguously in terms of G~: [k = 0, I, ... , p, ... , 6 for any p c: (0, I, ... , 6)]. 
Thus the relation (6.4) can be expressed in an alternative form: 

(6.5) 

The coefficients b,. also have the analogous form 

(6.6) b,=b,.[L;trP,trQ2;trQ3 ;G~;] r=l,2, ... ,6; s=l,2,3. 

The a1111 and b,. have therefore been expressed in terms of the invariants ofT and the 
simultaneous invariants of T and P. 

Equation (6.1) is a linear simultaneous equation with real scalar coefficients a,.. Hence, if 
the determinant 

(6.7) D6 = det(a1111)..;:. 0, 

then Eq. (6.1) has the unique solution for the rate-independent generators H,: 

(6.8) H"' = a;,lJ1• 

The first equation of the set (3.12) specifying trT as the function 4)0 as given in Eq. 
(3.1 0) can be written in the form 

' (6.9) trT = 4)0 [L;trP,trQ2, trQ3
; trD!, FJ(j= 2,3, ... ,6)]. 

{trE2) 2 

Since F1(j = I, 2, ... , 6) can be expressed uniquely in terms of six G"(k = 0, I , ... , p, ... , 6). 
Eq. (3.12) may be written as 

(6.10) 

to give eventually 

(6.11) 

trT = tP0 [L; trP, trQ2 , trQ3
; trD!, G~:] 

(trE2)2 

trD 
1 

= tP0 [L; trP, trQ2, trQ3 ; G"]. 

(trE2)2 
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Thus Eq. {6.11) together with the first equation of the set (6.8) provide the final form of 
a plastic flow law for a prestrained material: 

(6.12) 

where 

trD _ 'l' 
1 - o, 

(trE2) 2 

E ~ = 'l'1 Q+'P1 [Q2 --}(trQ2)I]+'l'3 S+'P4 [(QS+SQ)- ~ (trQS)I] 
(trE2) 2 

+ 'l' s [ (Q1S + SQ2
)- ~ (trQ2S)I] + 'l' • [ S1

- + (trS2
) I] 

+ '1'1 [ (QS1 +S1Q)- ~ (trQS1)1]+'l' ,[ (Q1S1 +S1Q1
)- ~ (trQ1S2)1]. 

(6.13) 'P,. = 'P.(L; trP, trQ2, trQ3 ; trT, trQS, trQ2S, trS2
, trQS2, trQ2S2, trS3

), 

n=0,1, ... ,8. 

Equation (6.12) together with the thermodynamic restriction (3.13) is the most general 
flow law for the considered class of prestrained materials defined in Eq. (3.1). Various 
hardening theories proposed hitherto follow from Eq. (6.12) by specifying the forms of 
the scalar valued functions tp. properly. The rate of the deformation tensor given by 
Eq. (6.12) may be different from zero only when the yield condition (4.4) is satisfied. 

When the condition (6. 7) is not satisfied, H,.(m = 1, 2, ... , 6) are indeterminate, and the 
constitutive relation (3.12) does not have a unique inversion. 

A more compact form of Eq. (6.12) for a not necessarily polynomial representation 
has been given by Raclin [16]. An appropriate form regarding incompressible instantaneous 
motion can easily be obtained considering Eq. (5.4). 

7. Comparison with the associated flow law 

In the classical flow theory of plasticity, as a consequence of Drucker's postulate for 
stable materials, it is usually assumed that a yield condition is the potential for the plastic 
strain rate [27]. The associated flow law thus follows. We shall examine the relation of the 
flow law associated with the general yield criterion ( 4.4) to the inverted constitutive rela
tion (6.12). 

In terms of the variables employed in the present note the flow law associated with the 
yield condition ( 4.4) gives the rate of the deformation tensor related to the Cauchy stress 
as follows: 

(7.1) 

8 Arch. Mcch. Stc». nr 2179 
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Performing the prescribed differentiation of the yield function ( 4.4), we obtain 

(7.2) D =A [ of oGJ] 
ao1 or 

= 1{:£.•+ oZ Q+ 0~ [Q•--}(trQ')I]+2 0~ S+ :£ [(QS+SQ) 

- ~ (trQS)I]+ i!~ [(Q2S+SQ2
)- ~ (trQ2S}I]+3 o'Yr. [s•--}(trS2)1]. 

Decomposing the obtained rate of the deformation tensor into the isotropic and the de
viatoric part, we finally have the respective relations: 

(7.3) trD = 3.1 {::.). 

E =·A{ oZ Q+ 0Df. [ Q'--} (trQ')I] +2 o% S+ 0~ [<QS+SQ) 

- ~ (trQS)I]+ i!~ [(Q2S+SQ2
)- ~ (trQ2S)I] 

+3 oO:. [s•- ! (trS2)I]}. 
In comparison with Eq. (6.12) the second equation of the set (7.3) does not contain the 
last two terms of Eq. (6.12). Such difference might be attributable to the fact that Eq. 
(6.12) should be further restricted by the thermodynamic condition (3.13). However, 
by applying the restriction (3.13) to Eq. (6.12), we can show that the last term of Eq. 
(6.12) can be compatible to the condition (3.13). Thus we can conclude that the flow 
theory of classical plasticity as regarded from the viewpoint of the theory of representa
tions for rate-independent material response furnishes only restricted forms of the stress
-strain rate relation even if a general flow potential is assumed. One of the additional 
terms appearing in Eq. (7.3) may be eliminated when the irreducible set of tensor genera
tors is used [26], but the conclusion still remains that the associated flow law gives . a 
restricted form of rate-independent constitutive equations. 

8. Concluding remarks 

I 

Ageneralstress-strainrelation and the corresponding yield criterion for a class of harde-
ning plastic solids were derived from a reduced constitutive fu~ctional for a simple ma
terial and the condition of the rate-independence of material response. The induced plastic 
strain results in an anisotropic stress-strain rate relation. Various theories of anisotropic 
hardening proposed so far in the framework of classical plasticity were shown to be deri
vable as special cases of constitutive relations assumed in the form of isotropic tensor 
functions involving as variables two symmetric second-order tensors, namely those of the 
rate of deformation and of Almansi strain. 
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The theory proposed was developed for the model of prestrained plastic solids defined 
by Eq. (3.1) which is a rough approximation to the general constitutive equation (2.4) 
but still includes the essential features of plastic response in a more comprehensive manner 
than theories starting with a yield criterion and developing further associated or non
associated flow law. The approach proposed to study plastic flow within the representa
tions of tensor functions enhances the classical theories of plasticity and furnishes a quite 
general setting for theories of plasticity. Further specifications are needed as to the incre
mental presentation of the constitutive equation (3.1) or a more appropriate incremental 
form of the constitutive relation for a rate-independent material response. 
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